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ABSTRACT

The objectives of implementing cashless society in Nigeria include reducing industry service cost by
30%, increase access, convenience and service levels across the industry. It will also enable greater
financial inclusion and integration of financial services into the economy. All these will improve
economic development of the country. The challenge is whether the Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) systems and services on ground can effectively support successful realization of the
set objectives. The availability of the systems must be guaranteed in case of failures and network
disconnections. This paper embarked on a holistic review of cashless innovation and also
understudied the implementation of cashless payment in Lagos state, Nigeria which statistically proves
to be ahead of other states in terms of banking penetration and payment infrastructure. Reviewed
literatures reported in this work reveal that network failure in bank is a major challenge to cashless
transactions and is responsible for users’ dissatisfaction in using cashless payment infrastructure.
Downtime as a result of network failure has become an everyday challenge, obstructing quick
transmission of cash to recipients’ accounts as well as not dispensing cash when requested by the
users. This research investigated the causes of network failure and recommended effective approach to
dealing with WAN and LAN availability and reliability issues. The work concludes that improving
network   availability requires redundancy, technology, people, processes, and tools.
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INTRODUCTION

Overview of Cashless Society
The world is gradually moving towards cashless transactions. According to McKinsey & Co’s report

that featured in [1], cash accounted for around just 2% of the total point of sale payments, and cards
(credit and debit) represented around 60% of all retail transactions for households that had income of
more than $60,000, a year. It expected that if the trend keeps going cash payments would account for only
10% of total US retail transactions. This is contrary to what is obtainable in Nigeria where cash related
transactions represent over 99% of customer activity in Nigerian banks today as shown in Fig 1 [CBN ].
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Fig.1   Cash to Cashless Related Transactions in Nigerian Banks [2]

According to [2] direct cost of cash to Nigeria’s financial system is estimated to reach N192 billion in
2012 as shown  in Figure 2. N 18.1bn cost on vault management does not include bank cash infrastructure
costs and employee costs attributable to cash logistics.

Fig 2: Direct Cost of Cash to Nigeria’s Financial System [2]

However, only 10% of branch cash transactions are above N 150,000, but they make up ~71% of the
value of cash transactions. These facts show that Nigeria is cash based economy with retail and
commercial payments primarily made in cash. The high usage of cash results to challenges which include
robberies and cash-related crime, high cost of processing borne by every entity across the value chain (i.e.
from CBN, to Banks, to the operating entities as well (e.g. staff required to process cash transactions,
manual operating systems, etc)), revenue leakage arising from significant handling of cash and inefficient
treasury management due to nature of cash processing. The need to address these challenges motivated
Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) and Bankers committee to introduce a system that will move financial
transactions from cash to cashless economy. It is highly expected that implementation of cashless
economy will provide consumers with increased convenience, more service options, reduced risk of
cash-related crimes, cheaper access to (out-of-branch) banking services and access to credit. It will grant
corporations faster access to capital, reduced revenue leakage, and reduced cash handling costs.
Governments will also benefit through increased tax collections, greater financial inclusion, and increased
economic development. Cashless policy implementation kicked -off in January 1, 2012 with Lagos as
pilot sample. One of the key strategies of implementing the cashless policy introduced by the CBN in
2012  to discourage the use of cash for payment is massive deployment of point of sales (PoS) terminals
across Lagos state. Banks have deployed thousands terminals to merchant stores in various locations. To
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complement this, they have streamlined the procedure for issuing payment cards, such that customers can
get a card within an hour. Banks have also stepped up publicity campaign on the various electronic
payment channels that can be used as alternative to cash for payment and to transfer money.
However,cashless deployment in Lagos did  not go without hitches. Investigation by [3], [4], [5] revealed
that these efforts are being undermined by poor network services. The PoS are linked to the banks through
the network of GSM service providers namely MTN, Globacom. Investigation however reveals that
though these companies are supposed to provide dedicated lines for PoS transactions, the connection via
these lines are shared, and most weak or does not exist.
Cashless society is a wonderful idea. It has proven innovative for countries that are practising it and has
come to stay in Nigeria. Finding a solution to a major factor that affects its successful implementation
formed the main motivation for this research. Downtime can be planed and unplanned. Planned downtime
is usually due to required system back up, upgrade and maintenance. Good business enterprises usually
inform customers early enough before engaging in planned downtime.  Unplanned downtime is most of
the times caused by network failure and the effect brings damages both physically and financially to the
enterprise. The focus of this paper is on unplanned downtime caused by network failure.
Investigation on the causes of network failure reveals that it is a combination of the following factors;

1. Problems in ISP and Telco networks. Banks on the other hand subscribe to shared bandwidth
option as a result of high cost of service charged by the network providers .

2. Unsteady power supply.
3. Hardware (usually modem, Router, Switch and radio) failure caused by thunder strike,  and use of

non resilient products.
4. Software failure as well as inefficiency of banking software in handling changing business

requirements.
5. Human error especially in the configuration of network and destruction of network cable such as

fibre optics by road constructors.
6. Terrorism.
7. Natural disasters; This can not only wipe out the wide area network, but also can wipe out the

entire office.

There are several researches globally on the causes of network failures in LAN, WAN and enterprise
networks [6], [7], [8], [9] but they neither analyzed their impact on cashless society nor suggested
solutions that will ensure successful cashless transaction in Nigeria. However, their contributions
provided great insight on the reasons for failures in networks and gave me a ground from which my
recommendations are drawn. This is because I was not privileged to read and analyse network logs of
banks. But the information I gathered from  bank network administrators, staff of some network providers
in Nigeria and reports from national daily on the causes of failures relates to that discovered by previous
researchers. In summary, the main contributions  of this study are its focus in understanding events that
leads to network failure in banks and how they impact cashless transaction. It suggests best practises that
cashless service providers such as banks can adopt to guarantee high-availability, resilient networks that
maintain uptime, improve cashless service delivery, assure customer satisfaction, improve business
profitability and regain organization’s brand. Both LAN and WAN constitute the network used in e-
transaction. When the networks go down, there is the potential for all of the applications and network
services to be unavailable, which can result in a major disruption to business and therefore loss of
revenue. The study reveals that unless measures are taken network failure will continue to occur as a
result of natural disasters, system failures, human error, and security threats. To achieve high network
availability banks must asses and improve network design, operations, management, and support. Good
network design should include redundancy and fault tolerance. Implementing it requires technology and
organization’s people, processes, and tools.
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RELATED WORK

A. Cost of Downtime
Recent Studies by [10] determined that US-Based Service Providers encountered 44% of downtime that

is unscheduled,18% of customers experience over 100 hours of unscheduled downtime or an availability
of 98.5%.  Average cost of network downtime per year is $21.6 million or $2,169 per minute. Network
failure at major South Korean banks that interrupted  electronic transaction system around 2 p.m.,
including internet banking, smartphone banking and use of automated teller machines  caused
inconveniences for bank users trying to make transactions [11]. According to [12] the average reported
cost of downtime due productivity losses, missed sales opportunities and compliance penalties is almost
$350,000 per hour. Poor  network services is rampant across banks in Nigeria and this poses a great
challenge to successful implementation of cashless payment. It was discovered from various ATM user
that the system most times does not automatically reverse undisbursed payment and when these
customers do not report the incidence, the money adds to the bank’s profit. It is also evident that most
bank ATM do not issue receipt of transaction and so customers are not aware of wrong debit on their
account until after some days when they try to do withdrawal and the system responds insufficient fund.
For some experienced customers, they now resort to doing enquiry option of the ATM for every
withdrawal they do thereby spending more time in the system which lead to a delayed services delivery.
Thus, the problem of network failure created a safe ground for banks to exploit their customers
fraudulently. Investigation by [4] showed that some bank staff use network failure opportunity to
perpetrate frauds and forgeries as such cases are written off to avoid sanctions by the CBN, while the
culprits are dismissed quietly. The report also featured that 2012 annual reports and account of the
Nigeria Deposit Insurance Corporation (NDIC), showed that the banking sector recorded 3,380 fraud
cases involving the sum of N17.97 billion in the 2012 fiscal year. According to [13] Nigeria economy
may have been  losing a whopping N730 billion to cases of poor quality of services delivered by telecoms
services providers in the country. Investigations  by [5] shows that though there are PoS terminals in the
merchant outlets, they are rarely used to accept payment from customers due to network failure. There are
cases where customers who had earlier used their cards on PoS but could not successfully confirm
payment due to bad network, came back to lodge complain that their accounts were debited. And in many
cases, it takes long for the banks to correct this.

B. Causes of Network  Failures
There are past studies on causes of network failure in wide area and enterprise network. Banks

attributed it to connectivity glitches between their gateway and the clearing house [4]. Telesco operators
in Nigeria including MTM, Globacom, Airtel and Etisalat  attributed some of the service shortfalls to,
increasing price tariffs imposed on them , capacity constraints  and infrastructure challenges including
poor power supply, logistic problems, vandalism and theft of vital telecoms equipment. Findings of [14]
showed that average firm reported power outages is equivalent to eight hours per calendar day. Bombing
of 30 telecoms infrastructure in Yobe, Gombe, and Kano Borno by Boko Haram. The attack affected
operators MTN Nigeria, Etisalat, Airtel, Globacom, Multi-Links, Helios Towers, IHS and other ISPs and
caused service challenges in parts of the North as sensitive hub sites had also been affected. Nigeria
Communication Commission (NCC) alleged that the main contributor to the service deficiency is network
capacity constraint as providers were not able to expand fast enough to meet demand [15]. But providers
claimed that a lack of adequate power supply and security were responsible for 70 per cent of the huge
drop in quality service, and that they had to incur huge costs building transmission facilities and powering
their operations [16].

C. Failure in WAN and Enterprise Network
Accoring to [8] reliability of the network, both inside the datacenters and wide-area links connecting

them is a major factor affecting service availability. The study   investigated and analyzed  the root causes
of intra- and inter-datacenter network  failures using NetSieve an automated problem inference system.
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The system was used to analyze  information recorded by operators in trouble tickets attached to the
network events. They observed a broad range of problems such as hardware faults (e.g., device failures,
memory errors), OS bugs, and misconfigurations (e.g., ARP conflict ). Interface- level errors, network
card problems, and unexpected reloads are prominent amongst all the three device types (Access Routers,
Aggregation Switches and Top-of-Rack Switches). Interface errors usually last for about 5-7 minutes.
Though service  would be available during these periods, its users may experience high latency or packet
drops. For instance, due to interface errors TCP may likely timeout and re-transmit in the slow-start phase
thus degrading the service performance. It was also revealed that interface errors are due to faulty cable
installation, faulty optical transceivers, and protocol convergence delays. In addition to interface errors
and hardware problems, ToR failures were also due to OS-related problems and misconfigurations. For
Inter-Datacenter it was found that link flapping (e.g., due to BGP, OSPF protocol issues and convergence)
dominate the problem root causes (36%). Due to optical protection configured in some areas of the
network, a physical layer problem might end up triggering an optical re-route — a technique to reduce the
bandwidth loss by shifting existing lightpaths to new wavelengths, but without changing their route. This
technique has a control overhead. Optical re-route could also be caused by fiber cut (e.g., due to
construction, bullet hole, vandalism, shark attack on under-sea. Another major root cause is high link
utilization (29%). Analysis of high utilization links reveals that when there is insufficient capacity during
a congestion period, label switched paths (LSPs) re-routing occurs during which the traffic is switched to
an alternate LSP setup after the failure. This is achieved using label distribution protocol (LDP) or BGP.
There is, however, a risk that the alternate route may expire due to changes in the network. This can be
mitigated to some extent by periodic recalculation of idle alternate routes. This alternate route maybe
computed either on demand or pre-computed, and stored for use when a failure is reported. Longer
downtimes that resulted to service performance degradation are noticed on occasions where LSP re-
routing had no alternate routes to compute on demand which caused higher switching times. This is
happen when there is a significant outage with lack of sufficient redundant capacity. The Congestion are
due to due product migration (cloud service changing datacenters) or launch (new software being
released), traffic Shift and during port-name Cleanup. [17] studied a link failure history in an IP network
using a combination of structured data (router configurations and syslogs) and semi -structured data(email
logs) to analyze over five years of failure events in a large regional  network consisting of over 200
routers. They discovered that the frequency of link failure depends on the type of link used in the
network. Different link technologies, including Ethernet, SONET, and Serial exists in the network they
studied. The result of their work suggests that Ethernet links are more reliable than other technologies but
their failures are not as quick to repair as serial lines, and serial links are far less frequent. They
investigated causes of link failures by matching them to administrator notices which  account for 37.5%
of the total downtime.  The result obtained indicates that the plurality of failure events are due to software
upgrades, with hardware upgrades the next most frequent cause. It was also shown that while hardware-
related events account for the lion’s share of the downtime, software upgrades are responsible for much
less of the total downtime;  external factors including power disruptions have a more significant foot
print. A highly publicized report by [17] found that  hardware and software failure, and human error are
statistically more common causes of network outages.

DISCUSSION
Banks are key players in the chain of cashless transactions processing. Cashless society requires bank

business processes to operate around the clock to support employees, partners and customers who might
be anywhere in the world. Banks depends on network (LAN and WAN) to conduct business through
transaction-based applications and for communicating with customers, vendors, partners and remote
employees. The network that delivers these applications must be highly available and reliable for business
continuity. Banks rely on Internet Service Providers (ISP) for the provision of higher network availability,
performance, scalability, security and service capability. ISPs’ provides service level agreements but
these do not guarantee up-time (they only stipulate reimbursement if up-time requirements are not met).
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WAN link failure, natural disasters, equipment failures, human error, terrorism and security threats have
continued to deter ISP effort to improve upon their ability to deliver consistent service. This has left banks
vulnerable to downtime thereby jeopardizing their vital role in achieving the objectives of cashless
initiative. In addition, complexity of today’s networks is a major issue impeding high availability. The
variety of devices and traffic types on the network continues to grow as new technologies such as IP
telephony, wireless LAN access, and Web services are deployed. Errors can occur as IT re-architects the
network to support new technologies. Unforeseen interactions between networked systems can lead to
failures the IT staff might never have been able to predict. IT also finds itself in a constant battle with
hackers and malicious coders whose goal is to take down networks. Consequences of network downtime
include immediate and potentially significant loss of revenue, damage to the company’s image and low
productivity and customers dissatisfaction.

There is great need for banks to take proactive measures to ensure resiliency of their LAN and WAN
infrastructure, create a network that supports disaster recovery plans to keep users connected to critical
applications, mitigates the impact of human error and provides the necessary audit trail for IT to learn
from these incidents. Network application must cover different network segments – from the enterprise
backbone, enterprise edge and service provider edge, through the service provider core. Resiliency is the
ability to provide and maintain an acceptable level of service in the face of faults and challenges to
normal operation [18]. Resiliency for high availability requires network level resiliency, system-level
resiliency and management –level resiliency. Network-level resiliency is built in with device and link
redundancy. Redundant hardware and mesh connections make the site resistant to single device or link
failures. The resultant effect is that traffic will quickly reroutes around a failure, one or two individual
hosts or WAN circuit can fail without affecting availability. A network with redundant hosts and circuits
should be backed with a change management system  equipped with a robust set of tools that can  handle
changes to the network in the real time.

A. Effective Approach to High Availability in LAN and WAN
High availability is a feature that enables network-wide resilience against any kind of failure, in order to

ensure IP network availability. High availability will decrease network support and will create time for
the team to devote to other programs. Solving the broad range of problems caused by network failure
requires exploring several research directions. [19] developed novel mechanisms for recovering from
failures in IP networks with proactive backup path calculations and Internet Protocol (IP) tunnelling. [20]
achieved high availability networking and reduced operating cost by focusing on consistent architecture-
driven network design, consistent processes for changes and upgrade, configuration template and
proactive fault and performance management, providing network support through training, spanning, and
troubleshooting and standardizing network infrastructure. [21] technique to achieving five “9s” or 99.999
percent uptime is boosting device, network and operational availability. At the device level, Juniper
provides hot-swappable and redundant components and modular software for fault isolation, with nonstop
software upgrades for platforms with redundant Routing Engines. To improve network-level availability,
Juniper Networks EX2200, EX2200-C, EX3300, EX4200, EX4500 and EX4550 fixed-configuration
switches with Virtual Chassis technology and the modular EX8200 switches with Virtual Chassis
technology all enforce network access controls and support link, path and route redundancy. In addition,
each switch platform comes standard with consistent control plane software that includes full Layer 3
support and robust quality-of-service (QoS) mechanisms to ensure stable network operations and
consistent traffic handling end to end. Technique to reducing human error include deploying software
tools that can automate routine configuration and management tasks, further reducing the chances of
downtime triggered by a misconfiguration or poorly implemented change.
In addition to the aforementioned, banks and other agencies involved in cashless transaction processing
should adopt the following technology and best practice;

1. WAN Redundancy, through the use of multiple carriers at any facility will resolve problems in ISP
and Telco networks
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2. Regular maintenance can reduce the number of failure of hardware such as routers, switches, etc.,
and having "hot" spares on hand can reduce downtime to minimal levels.

3. Site-to-site failover provides failover to a different location if the main site is incapacitated as a
result of natural disaster.

4. a mixture of network management technology and common-sense preparation can limit the risk
exposure to human error and costly downtime.

5. focus on network design, configuration, monitoring and alerting, on call support procedure and
documentation.

Adopting the aforementioned practices calls for the need to perform an accurate assessment of the current
environment, and a gap analysis to determine if the infrastructure, sites and production environment can
scale to include a new resilient infrastructure. A typical planning process would include conducting a
network audit, performing a network assessment and developing a strategy plan that considers all of the
organization’s operational needs to ensure the network has the flexibility to support future growth.
Network audit  provides an inventory of all the hardware and software components within the
organization and identifies missing product patches, multiple software versions, product end-of-life or
end-of-support deadlines and any factors that may indicate possible security risks or network performance
issues.  An assessment looks at current network topology, including network devices, physical and logical
links, external connections, frame types, routed and routing protocols, application-specific themes and IP
addressing schemes. It should also include a traffic and network utilization analysis.

In designing networks for high availability they should deploy a methodology that configures the right
features and functions to provide uninterrupted access to applications and services. They should consider
creating multiple active paths for data; redundant network components (internal or virtual to the device,
maybe the same physical hardware); deploying load-balancing software; and utilizing network
management, monitoring and measuring tools to identify, diagnose and fix points of failure. There are
several options for designing WANs for creating multiple paths. One of the easiest and most cost-
effective solution is multi-homing, or WAN/ISP link load balancing. Multi-homed can be deployed using
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)  but BGP has many restrictions. It requires that ISPs cooperate with each
other and set up ‘peering’ agreements between routers, but ISPs are discouraged because of the
performance impact to their networks and high  cost of deployment; BGP also requires expensive routers,
designated address blocks and an Address Space Number (ASN), which are sometimes not available to
small businesses. BGP requires that gateway hosts exchange dynamic routing tables, which must be
constantly synchronized and can lead to delays of up to 30 minutes in changing the traffic direction.
Unlike BGP, WAN link controllers use Network Address Translation (NAT) to unify traffic coming from
and going to different destination IP addresses on the Internet. They can be configured with at least one
routable IP address for each router/WAN link that is connected to the network. The biggest benefit of
WAN link controllers resides in their ability to conduct outgoing and incoming load balancing and
failover without defining BGP routing tables or utilizing any of the underlying complicated routing
techniques. The ability to offer this functionality without the expensive or complicated networks and
equipment necessary to use BGP is what makes them affordable, especially for small and medium-sized
enterprises. WAN link controllers offers the following benefits;

1. Immediately detect ISP and WAN link failures and automatically fail over to an available  link with
the transition being virtually transparent to users.

2. Utilize multiple and diverse link types such as frame relay, T1 combined with ADSL   broadband,
wireless, and others to create a cost-effective yet resilient network.

3. Provide simultaneous utilization of all available links and available bandwidth (via link load-
balancing), so that connectivity costs are not wasted on a underutilized back-up line.

4. Work independently of ISP peering relationships. There are no problems with supporting disparate
IP address spaces issued by different ISPs.
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LAN design should bring redundancy and resiliency to both the network core and the edge. Throughout
the network, components such as routers, switches and chassis should include multiple points through
which data can travel to the network to users. Load-balancing software
is critical because it monitors and distributes traffic on the network based on defined prioritization of the
type of data, IP address and destination. Therefore critical services such as routing, QoS and multicast
should work correctly end –to- end. Management and monitoring software that will be able to identify
and diagnose failed network connections from a central location, and then repair and/or replace them
without disruption to data availability should also be incorporated. Monitoring network performance and
alerting support staff on time will minimize the length and effect of long outages. Several network
activities that can be monitored are device and virtual host ICMP availability, traps for significant events
(router reload,  router cold start, interface state etc), Real-time monitoring for interface state, router CPU
levels, router memory, and latency monitor. Syslog messages such as EIGRP stuck in active (SIA) and
duplex mismatch and so on.  CAPNET team achieved the aforementioned using EMAN Enterprise
Monitor (CAPNET). Standard hardware and software should be deployed to minimize interoperability
issues between selected devices  and that of other operating groups. However, estimating system’s
reliability does not equate to the reliability numbers provided by hardware vendors because a system is
made up of hardware, software and network component. Therefore assessing reliability at minimum
depends on the workability of operating systems running all participating systems, power supplies,
Central Processing Units (in all relevant servers and client computers), database management system on
the servers, Server disk drives, application software, networking switching and routing devices and
network connections For example, 99 percent CPU reliability does not necessarily mean that the system
will experience 99 percent uptime. If the system depends on 10 components, each of which is 99 percent
reliable, reliability for the whole system is 0.99 ^10, or about 90.44 percent, according to statistical
probability. Therefore, this system is expected to be unavailable about 9.56 percent of the time, which, in
a 24-hour-a-day, 365-day-a-year environment, translates to almost 838 hours (35 days) of  downtime each
year. Banks should partner with advanced services and other design and operations group within Cisco
and Juniper  for standardized for the Hardwares ( Router, Switches etc.,)  and software acquisition .

Human Error usually occur  in the setup stage. Bad configuration has great potentials to complicating
support, prolongs outages. Manual set up and periodic inspection of configurations to maintain
consistency should be dropped. Instead, the use of tools that can automate routine configuration and
management tasks can further reduce the chances of downtime triggered by a misconfiguration or poorly
implemented change. Standard configurations should be adopted (for example password encryption and
time stamps) AAA Authentication, multicast, SNMP and NTP should be adopted to reduce
incompatibilities caused by inconsistent or incorrect configurations. To ensure WAN Redundancy, all
settings of different equipment should be check thoroughly and tested under simulated conditions. On
banks subscription to shared bandwidth, Nigeria Communication Commission (NCC), CBN , and federal
government should  make and enforce policy that will award penalty to any bank that does not meet
cashless operation requirement guidelines. In addition they should audit and monitor ISP network
equipment and ensure it has capacity and resilience required for quality and affordable service delivery.
Dealing with power supply problem, financial institution need to look at their sources of power and
determine how to limit vulnerabilities. Due to epileptic power supply in Nigeria, there is a necessity for
deployment of functional generator, UPS devices and as well can consider features such as Power over
Ethernet (PoE). Network failure caused by wireless attacks hackers can be reduced by implementing
defense in-depth best practices as shown in figure 3. This include deploying IEEE 802.11i security
solution, use  of wireless intrusion detection system ( IDS), authenticate Wi-Fi users using RADIUS [22],
use IPSEC for Internet access, use MAC filtering, VPN tunnel,  and complex password or biometrics.
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Fig 3 Wireless Attack Defence in- Depth. Adapted from [23]

 People: The level of skill and technical training an organization’s staff  have is an important element
of circumstances that activate failover, and what failover will and will not accomplish must be done
correctly. The testing must be done within the context of the entire system, not just as individual
components. People should be given enough time to do their job well. This is because no matter how
adequate a design is, coverage falling short of targeted adequacy will definitely lead to poor design.
Network administrators need to communicate with the network, security, application, and server
team. Documentation on why things are designed the way they are, and how the network is supposed
to work is equally vital.

 Processes: Organisation should build repeatable processes through documentation of the change
procedures for repeated changes like the internetwork operating system (IOS) upgrade, the failover
planning and the lab testing procedures, and the network implementation procedures, so that the
process can be revised and improved the next time the components are deployed. . They should also
do meaningful change controls like testing failover and all changes before deployment. Planning
rollbacks in details, and conducting a realistic and thorough risk analysis. The management of
operational changes is equally very essential. Regular capacity management audits should be done
regularly, tracking and managing IOS  versions, tracking design compliance as recommended
practices change, and developing plans for disaster recovery and continuity operation.

CONCLUSION

Survival of cashless society in Nigeria is dependent on how available and resilient bank network that
can carry large volume of electronic transaction is. This paper reviewed cashless implementation in Lagos
Nigeria and its finding reveals that network failure caused inconveniences for users trying to make e-
transactions. The reasons for the failure are due to, bank subscription to shared bandwidth, ISP link
failure, human error, hardware failure, software failures, terrorism and natural disaster.  ISP outages are a
reality today, and they will certainly continue into the future. Therefore, the reliability of a e-transaction
cannot be left only in the  hands of ISP instead banks should perform an accurate assessment of the
current environment and a gap analysis to determine if the infrastructure, sites and production
environment can scale to include a new, resilient infrastructure. Achieving high availability requires
redundancy, technology people, processes, and tools. A redundant design combined with good technology
will not yield high availability if organization’s people, processes, and tools are not properly aligned. A
redundant network design attempt to eliminate single point of failure, where one failed device or design
element can bring down the service. Mechanisms such as creating multiple pathways through the LAN
and WAN, building redundancy into the network hardware can be implemented. Provision of adequate
power supply, real time management and monitoring of network connection using standard software and
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hardware should also be incorporated. Multi-homing, or WAN/ISP link load balancing, is an effective
approach to dealing with WAN reliability and performance issues. The level of skill and technical training
an organization’s staff has is an important element of redundancy. This is because no matter how
adequate a design is, coverage falling short of targeted  adequacy will definitely lead to poor design.
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